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Pronunciation
IPA: әnfæðәmәbәl Sanskrit: अ फैदमबल

Meanings of unfathomable in Sanskrit
adjective 

1. अितगहन  [atigahana]

Definitions and Meaning of unfathomable in English
unfathomable adjective

1. incapable of being fully understood

2. resembling an abyss in depth; so deep as to be unmeasurable

Synonyms : abysmal, abyssal Example

- the abyssal depths of the ocean

3. of depth; not capable of being sounded or measured

Synonyms of unfathomable
abysmal, abyssal

Antonyms of unfathomable
fathomable, plumbable, soundable
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essence
Popularity: ★★★★★ Difficulty: ●●●●●

Pronunciation
IPA: ɛsәns Sanskrit: एस स

Meanings of essence in Sanskrit

noun 

1. सारः  [sāraḥ]

Word Forms / Inflections
essences (noun plural)

Definitions and Meaning of essence in English
essence noun

1. a toiletry that emits and diffuses a fragrant odor

Synonyms : perfume

2. the choicest or most essential or most vital part of some idea or experience

Synonyms : 

center, centre, core, gist, heart, heart and soul, inwardness, kernel, marrow, meat, nitty-gritty, nub, pith, substance, sum

Examples

- the gist of the prosecutor's argument

- the heart and soul of the Republican Party

- the nub of the story

3. the central meaning or theme of a speech or literary work

Synonyms : burden, core, effect, gist

4. any substance possessing to a high degree the predominant properties of a plant or drug or other natural product from

which it is extracted

Synonyms of essence
perfume, center, centre, core, gist, heart, heart and soul, inwardness, kernel, marrow, meat, nitty-gritty, nub, pith, substance,

sum, burden, effect

Description
Essence is a polysemic term, used in philosophy and theology as a designation for the

property or set of properties that make an entity or substance what it fundamentally is,

and which it has by necessity, and without which it loses its identity. Essence is

contrasted with accident: a property that the entity or substance has contingently,

without which the substance can still retain its identity.

Also see "Essence" on Wikipedia.
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